
NOW SCREENING 
 

THE MUPPETS (G)  Run Time: 1hr 50mins  

 On vaca
on in Los Angeles, Walter, the world's biggest Muppet fan,   
 and his friends Gary (Jason Segel) and Mary (Amy Adams) from  
 Smalltown, USA, discover the evil plan of oilman Tex Richman (Chris  
 Cooper) to knock down the Muppet Theater and drill for the oil  
 recently discovered beneath the Muppets' former stomping grounds.   
 To stage The Greatest Muppet Telethon Ever and raise the $10 million  
 needed to save the theatre, Walter, Mary and Gary help Kermit  
 reunite the Muppets, who have all gone their separate ways: Fozzie  
 now performs with a Reno casino tribute band called the Moopets,  
 Miss Piggy is a plus-size fashion editor at Vogue Paris, Animal is in a  
 Santa Barbara clinic for anger management, and Gonzo is a high- 
 powered plumbing magnate. 
 

HAPPY FEET 2 (G) Run Time 1hr 46mins 

The sequel to the Academy Award winning animated smash hit, Happy 
Feet Two returns audiences to the magnificent landscape of Antarc
ca in 
superb 3D. Mumble, The Master of Tap, has a problem because his 
ny 
son Erik is choreo-phobic. Reluctant to dance, Erik runs away and 
encounters The Mighty Sven - a penguin who can fly!! Mumble has no 
hope of compe
ng with this charisma
c new role model. But things get 
worse when the world is shaken by powerful forces. Erik learns of his 
father's 'guts and grit' as Mumble brings together the penguin na
ons 
and all manner of fabulous creatures - from 
ny Krill to giant Elephant 
Seals - to put things right. 

 

SHERLOCK HOLMES - A GAME OF 

SHADOWS (M) Run Time 2hrs 5min    

Sherlock Holmes has always been the smartest man in the 
room...un
l now. There is a new criminal mastermind at large--
Professor James Moriarty (Jared Harris)--and not only is he Holmes' 
intellectual equal, but his capacity for evil, coupled with a complete 
lack of conscience, may give him an advantage over the renowned 
detec
ve. Around the globe, headlines break the news: a scandal 
takes down an Indian co?on tycoon; a Chinese opium trader dies of 
an apparent overdose; bombings in Strasbourg and Vienna; the death 
of an American steel magnate... No one sees the connec
ve thread 
between these seemingly random events--no one, that is, except the 

great Sherlock Holmes, who has discerned a deliberate web of death and destruc
on. At its 
centre sits a singularly sinister spider: Moriarty. Holmes' inves
ga
on into Moriarty's plot 
becomes more dangerous as it leads him and Watson out of London to France, Germany and 
finally Switzerland. But the cunning Moriarty is always one step ahead, and moving perilously 
close to comple
ng his ominous plan. If he succeeds, it will not only bring 
him immense wealth and power but alter the course of history. 
 

NEW YEAR’S EVE (M) Run Time 1hr 58mins 

From the director of Valentine's Day comes this multi-tale rom-com with 
a kaleidoscopic of A-list cast. The film depicts a series of vignettes from 
various New Yorkers, taken or single, as the minutes draw closer to the 
start of a new year. Through the numerous intertwining storylines, every 
tender encounter dawns on a potential romance. 

 

 


